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NFL Draft 2021 Scouting Report: WR DeVonta Smith, 

Alabama 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

My two opening statements… 

1) I have no strong ‘comp’ in our computer system for DeVonta Smith…his build, background is very 

unique. 

2) I studied/watched/scouted Ja’Marr Chase right before my Smith studies – there is no comparison, 

Smith is 100x better of a prospect than Chase. Anyone who truly watches the work of either of these 

WRs and thinks Chase is the better WR/NFL WR prospect is truly (football) insane. Mostly, the ‘Chase 

people’ are clinging to the ghost of a 2019 season they haven’t really dug into (my opinion) – they are 

chasing the chatter/herd on Chase and not doing the investigative scouting work.  

There is one question mark on Smith, and it’s also why some prefer Ja’Marr Chase as an alternative/by 

default (which, again…insane) – is that Smith is too skinny/thin-framed to be a legit NFL WR at a high 

level? We’ll dive into all of these questions in this report. First, what I see with Smith… 

DeVonta truly is like rare other WR prospect I’ve studied…the super-thin look jumps out at you, but that 

can distract from everything else – amazing footwork/speed/quickness/movement skills, good-to-great 

hands, and the least talked about aspect of his game = he is tough…and that matters since everyone is 

knocking him for being too thin, which that knock becomes a subconscious ‘too frail’ or ‘just a 

speedster’ type image – which is lazy and wrong.  

We’ll hit the ‘thin’ issue in a moment, because it is a legit discussion. But as a player, Smith is 

fantastic…he’s not just a small, speedy, ‘product of the great Alabama machine’ WR. Let’s break down 

his different aspects/areas to judge/scout… 

SPEED/QUICKNESS = Smith is a glider…he moves around so quickly, so light on his feet (because he is 

light of weight) that he can stop-start-shift on a dime. Rare few WRs that I scout from college who can 

truly just blast past coverage with pure speed/movement. Smith is one of those guys. He also shifts 
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directions with such ease that allows him to get open on routes any time, plus he can be an ace on stop 

routes/timing routes/back shoulder routes because he can cut or come to a dead stop like rare few can.  

When he has the ball in the open field, he can race around or by anyone. For any player to play against 

the top college defenders, the top DBs/athletes, and be able to just run by them like they are standing 

still and then win the race to the end zone by 5+ lengths like a great racehorse…it’s ‘special’.  

HANDS = You don’t have elite speed with ‘good’ hands here…you have it with (potentially) great hands. I 

never see Smith struggling with catches, but I do see him making catches on mistargeted passes, diving, 

sliding…he adjusts to passes very well. Smith has good-to-great WR instincts on top of the great natural 

gifts.  

TOUGHNESS = This is the X-factor. This is where Smith ‘wins’...what scouts/analysts don’t make a bigger 

deal of (or broach) – Smith is a tough, physical (for his size) WR. He’s not a thin speedster who crumbles 

at the hint of contact (which means he’s not Jerry Jeudy or Mecole Hardman). Smith will go across the 

middle…he will lower a shoulder…he will make tough, tight window catches. You don’t think of that with 

him, but it’s true.  

Smith is not a A.J. Brown or D.K. Metcalf type of bully, but for his size Smith ‘gets after it’. In high school 

he was a star WR, but also known as a big time hitting/headhunter type cornerback. He’s aggressive, 

he’s not finesse/frail.  

In fact, most WRs who you’d worry are ‘too thin’ or ‘too frail’/’just speedsters’ – they tend to avoid or 

are not allowed to be punt/kick returners. Smith wanted, and did, return punts and a few kicks in 2020 

season…which is a sign of some toughness within a player like this.  

What do you get when you have an elite speed/quickness athlete with superb hands and instincts who is 

physically tough? You have 117 catches, 1,856 rec. yards, and 23 TDs…and a punt return, and a rushing 

TD…and a Heisman Trophy. And you have arguably the most dangerous WR to enter the league since 

Tyreek Hill.  

But isn’t he just so thin?  

Yes. But it doesn’t seem to be a lethal scouting issue. We’ll see how ‘thin’ he is if he measures at his Pro 

Day or Combine. He is thin, but he’s wiry-muscular…and tough-minded/tough-playing. He doesn’t play 

like he thinks he’s too thin for all this. He’s usually just running past everyone anyway.  

Smith is projected around 6’0”-6’1” and 170 pounds. If he measures in the 150s, then it would make me 

pause a beat. But even with that…he can add 5-10 pounds of muscle to his frame and maintain his 

speed/agility, I think.  

If you remove the ‘too thin’ concern off the table…you’re left with an elite WR prospect otherwise – 

amazing movement skills, hands, and instincts…and destroyed all opponents/coverage.  
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I think Smith gets discounted a little bit as a ‘another one of those Alabama WRs’. We just had Ruggs and 

Jeudy land in the NFL, to a yawn, and Calvin Ridley is nice, but no one speaks of him as a top WR 

weapon in the NFL (and that’s probably not 100% fair; he had a helluva 2020). I think people feel like 

Smith is maybe not as good as Jeudy or Ridley…but they would be wrong.  

I cannot find a flaw with Smith’s game -- besides I want to know his true weight…and I’d like to see real 

40-times/three-cone to see ‘how good’ they are. Just ‘great’ or ‘off the charts’? 

Off the field, Smith is clean. No major injuries or character issues. He’s a very affable, always smiling, 

pleasant young man who does not show any arrogance. A voted permanent team captain for Alabama. 

If there is a better WR prospect out there for 2021, they’re going to be pretty impressive if they are 

better than Smith. It’s possible there will be. It’s still early in my studies.  

 

*Because we’re so flowy on Smith, minds (like mine) will turn to ‘pro comparisons’…and if Smith is 

potentially elite it makes you want to compare him to like Tyreek Hill or DeSean Jackson type NFL 

speedsters.  

It’s hard to compare them to Smith. Hill is so much smaller, and thickly built and he’s probably faster 

and more agile than Smith…because Tyreek is faster and more agile than anyone on the planet. Smith is 

thinner and snake-like movement a la DeSean Jackson, but Smith is much taller, much more physical, 

and just an all-around better WR. It’s apples-and-oranges.  

Who’s the proper comp? I agree with the computer on one…and we’ll discuss that when we get to that 

section.  

 

 

  

DeVonta Smith, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- 36 TDs his last 24 games…simply stunning.  

 -- Four 200+ yard games in his last 24 games. 

 -- 100+ yards receiving in nine of his last 11 games.  

 -- Four CFB playoff games the past three seasons, his averages per game in them: 7.8 rec., 128.5 yards, 

1.8 TDs per games. 
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 -- His toughest matchups (vs. LSU 2019, Fla. 2020, N. Dame 2020, Ohio State 2020): 10.3 rec., 185.5 

yards, 2.5 TDs per game (no game under 130 yards).  

 -- National title game vs. Ohio State, played half a game before dislocating his finger: 12 catches for 215 

yards and 3 TDs…in half a game…facing the best corners he’s faced in his career besides 2019 vs. LSU (7-

213-2).  

He destroyed anything in his path. There is no problem with his output.  

 

Pro Day Measurables Projection: 

6’0”+/170 pounds +/- 

4.3s 40-time, 6.6+ three-cone…maybe as a low as 6.5?  

Senior Bowl measurement = 9.38” hands, 31.5” arms 

 

 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom DeVonta Smith Most Compares Within Our 

System: 

 

First things first…there is no realistic comp of DeVonta Smith. He is an entity onto himself. With that 

said, if I could twist a comp to fit – it would be a bigger, better Darnell Mooney…or if Ted Ginn could 

catch the ball at an elite level, not a ‘drops filled’ mediocre NFL WR.  

One other note – revel in the notion that Smith has great grades. Not unexpected. But this serves as 

another reminder that Darnell Mooney is really good. I wonder what Mooney would have been like had 

he had the benefit of Alabama grooming and QB play? Mac Jones almost had more TD passes in his 

2020 season than every QB combined that Mooney played with in four years at Tulane.  

If Mooney had run a three-cone time to get a better idea…our grades on him might have been higher, if 

those numbers really popped. We projected good three-cone/shuttle/agility…but watching him in the 

pros, we might have sold him short.  
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WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

9.558 2021 Smith DeVonta Alabama 6 0.5 175 3.16 12.97 9.53 

7.388 2020 Mooney Darnell Tulane 5 10.1 176 2.83 12.29 9.03 

5.304 2007 Ginn Jr Ted Ohio St 5 11.3 178 3.20 14.79 7.22 

9.038 2015 Lockett Tyler Kansas State 5 9.7 182 6.12 11.41 10.23 

7.952 2001 Moss Santana Miami, Fla 5 10.0 181 7.23 12.91 7.72 

7.158 2018 Ridley Calvin Alabama 6 0.4 189 5.51 8.98 8.16 

5.450 2008 Jackson DeSean California 5 9.8 169 3.07 13.51 6.42 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2021 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Most everyone has Smith as a #1-2-3 WR prospect overall, and a top 10 type pick…in a battle with 

Ja’Marr Chase and/or Jaylen Waddle, usually, for everyone’s #1 WR prospect. I don’t think WRs should 

be 1st-round picks, in general, in the Year of Our Lord 2021, it’s bad business…but if one was going to go 
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highly – I couldn’t blame anyone for rolling with Smith. *And taking Chase is suicidal as a top 5-10 (or 30 

or 50) pick.  

If I were an NFL GM, I’d want to have Smith, no doubt. How highly I am willing to go depends upon on 

the grades of the rest of the class (and my team needs). I’m one that wouldn’t chase WRs early because 

the NFL always miss-scouts them and there are WR bargains in the draft and in free agency and as UDFA 

rookies to nab versus spending a big asset/high pick on them. So, I would not go top 10 overall for any 

WR…or for Smith, unless I had a need and was trying to build the greatest show on turf passing game, 

and all the other elite prospects I graded at more key positions were already taken.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

Smith should have a really good-to-great career. No doubt. My worry would be some old school head 

coach drafts him as a downfield speedster and his gifts are put in a box and he underperforms/is 

underutilized. That’s the most likely outcome for him in todays NFL, but there is always hope he lands 

with a home dome team with a good/great QB and offense and becomes a weapon or mass destruction.  

More likely…underutilized. A lot of talk about getting him the ball, and then not so much in reality.  
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